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Active Learning for Student Engagement

1 Objectives

The purpose of this workshop is to

• experience a variety of active learning strategies,
• classify active learning strategies according to level of risk and level of engagement, and
• prepare to try new active learning strategies in your classes.

2 Active Learning in Theory

Active learning: any activity that substantially engages the students in course content through
active listening, talking, writing, reading, and reflecting. It involves students in doing things and
thinking about what they are doing (Bonwell and Eison 1991).

Active Learning Strategies:

• Help students learn the material initially
• Provide feedback to you about their level of comprehension
• Give students the opportunity to synthesize and reflect on course content
• Prompt students to exercise agency

Risk and Engagement

• Risk
– low risk=you retain control over the content and direction
– high risk=students take control over the content and direction

• Engagement
– low engagement=the strategy requires little investment from each individual student
– high engagement=the strategy requires sustained investment from each individual student

3 Active Learning Strategies

• Line Up: students draw fine-grained distinctions between their own views and views of their
classmates and arrange themselves in a line reflecting these distinctions.

– Example: Line up based on agreement/disagreement with a given statement, such as ‘It
is morally wrong to tell a lie’.

• Fishbowl: a small group of students share responses to a prompt or question; the rest of the
class observes.

– Example: 4 students come to the front of the room to answer the discussion questions
assigned for that day’s reading.

• Concept Continuum: students discuss where to locate a data point on a continuum or grid;
groups report their judgment on the board

– Example: Students evaluate a set of cases that may or may not be academic integrity
violations. They discuss where to place each case on a continuum ranging from ‘Definitely
a Violation’ to ‘Definitely Not a Violation’ and record their data on the board.
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• Poll: Students vote on an issue by raising hands or giving a thumbs up/down

– Example: Would a utilitarian think that it’s morally right to kill someone in order to
prevent more deaths in the future? Give a thumbs up if a utilitarian thinks this is morally
right and a thumbs down if a utilitarian thinks this is morally wrong.

• Bingo: Students fill in a Bingo board with vocabulary words/concepts and try to get 5 in a
row based on the clues provided

– Example: Students fill in the board with logical fallacies; students read a scenario on a
slide and identify the fallacy. Students who have that fallacy on their board can cross it
off. Game play continues until all slides are used. (Typically there are many winners.)

• Debate: Students are assigned an issue in groups and prepare arguments for their side. The
debate happens in-class, and students respond to the arguments presented.

– Example: Students debate the legality of distributing plans for 3D-printed guns.

• Jigsaw Discussion: Content is divided into sections and each content section is assigned to a
group. Groups discuss and then form new groups so each member of the new group reports
on the content discussed in their original group.

– Example: A reading selection is divided into 4 sections, and each group of students must
do a close reading of that section. Students form new groups and report what they found
in their close reading to their new group-mates.

• Minute Paper: students spend a minute or two writing an answer to a prepared question

– Example:

• Gallery Walk: Students rotate around the room in groups to write answers to prepared
questions on posterboard/the blackboard. Students can modify, affirm, or add to previous
answers. Groups return to their original question and identify the top 3 answers to share.

– Example:

• Small Group Homework Check: Students do their homework individually outside of class.
During class, students form groups and then compare their answers. Each group must agree
on answers and turn in a group solution along with their individual work.

– Example:

• Open-ended Discussion: Questions are posed to the whole class for discussion.

– Example:

• Think-Pair-Share: students first reflect on a question individually, then discuss their answers
with a partner, and then the pairs share with the class as a whole

– Example: What was the most surprising part of today’s reading?

• Taboo: Students are divided into at least 3 teams; each student is given a term/concept. Each
student describes their term/concept; remaining teams compete to guess the term/concept.

• Review Games: Prepare a practice test and have groups compete to find the most correct
answers in a limited time. (Variations: Jeopardy, Kahoot, have students generate questions)


